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A B S T R A C T

The development of targeted nanomedicines for cancer therapy has been an utmost focus of research across
different fields including materials science, nanotechnology, biotechnology, pharmaceutics, and clinical medi-
cine. Vehicle-mediated, enhanced and tumor-selective delivery is deemed as a powerful tool to boost the efficacy
and meanwhile minimize the off-target effect of potent chemo drugs, and to potentiate biopharmaceuticals such
as nucleic acids (DNA, siRNA, miRNA, mRNA, CRISPR/Cas9, etc.), proteins and peptides that poorly penetrate
the cell membrane on their own while having explicit effects intracellularly. The targeted nanomedicines may
further provide imminent treatments for intractable brain tumors by transporting drugs across the blood-brain
barriers, multi-drug resistant (MDR) tumors by evading the MDR pathways, metastatic tumors by inhibiting
migratory tumor cells, and relapsed tumors by eliminating the cancer stem cells. The preclinical and clinical
investigations demonstrate the clear benefits of targeted nanomedicines in treating advanced solid and hema-
tological malignancies. In this review, we highlight the design and construction of conceptually interesting and
clinically viable actively targeted cancer nanomedicines containing small molecular drugs, nucleic acid drugs, or
protein/peptide drugs, discuss their pros and cons, and give perspectives on the future developments and clinical
translation. We are convinced that with collaborative research and development across the disciplines, actively
targeted cancer nanomedicines will make a breakthrough and become an indispensable platform for precision
cancer therapy.

1. Introduction

The concept of targeted nanomedicines for cancer therapy, inspired

by missiles that accurately hit and destroy the aimed objectives, has
attracted overwhelming interest from the academia, to healthcare in-
dustry and the public [1,2]. It was hoped that vehicles would carry and
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specifically deliver anticancer agents into the tumor cells, just like
transferrin transporting iron into the needed cells in human being [3].
This vehicle-mediated, enhanced and tumor-selective delivery was an-
ticipated to not only boost the therapeutic efficacy but also minimize
the off-target effects, which are often dose-limiting, of highly potent
chemo drugs [4,5]. In contrast to chemo drugs, a majority of bio-
pharmaceuticals such as nucleic acids (siRNA, miRNA, mRNA, DNA,
CRISPR/Cas9, etc.), proteins and peptides that take explicit effects in-
tracellularly possess poor cell membrane permeability and are subject
to degradation in vivo, refraining them from direct application [6,7].
The clinical translation of these biopharmaceuticals relies genuinely on
the advancement of safe and targeted vehicles that are capable of
protecting them from degradation and selectively releasing them into
tumor cells [8]. The development of targeted nanomedicines has been
an utmost focus of research across different fields including materials
science, nanotechnology, biotechnology, pharmaceutics, and clinical
medicine [9,10].

The immense interest in targeted nanomedicines also stems from the
fact that they possibly provide imminent treatments for intractable
brain tumors, multi-drug resistant (MDR) tumors, metastatic tumors
and relapsed tumors, which constitute the most formidable clinical
challenges, by transporting therapeutic agents across the blood-brain
barriers (BBB), evading the MDR pathways, inhibiting migratory tumor
cells, and eliminating the cancer stem cells, respectively [11–13]. The
past decade has witnessed exciting proof-of-concept results using tar-
geted systems in different tumor models [14,15]. Interestingly, quite a
few antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) such as ado-trastuzumab emtan-
sine (T-DM1), sacituzumab govitecan (IMMU-132), gemtuzumab ozo-
gamicin (GO) and inotuzumab ozogamicin (InO) are used in the clinics
for targeted treatment of patients with refractory/metastatic breast
tumors and leukemia [16,17]. Several targeted nanomedicines such as
BIND-014 (prostate-specific membrane antigen-targeted docetaxel na-
noparticle) [18,19], CALAA-01 (transferrin-decorated siRNA na-
notherapeutics) [20], and SGT-53 (anti-transferrin receptor single-
chain antibody Fv (scFv) fragment-functionalized cationic liposome
complexes of wild-type p53 plasmid) [21] were or are under phase I-II
clinical investigations for treating various advanced solid tumors. These
early clinical data have demonstrated the potentials of targeted nano-
medicines in treating advanced solid and hematological malignancies.

It has to be noted that the performance of targeted cancer nano-
medicines is critically dependent on the vehicles’ properties (size, sur-
face charge, stability, degradability, safety, etc.), ligands (nature, liga-
tion chemistry, density, availability, etc.), therapeutic agents (type,
target, loading content and efficiency, release, etc.) and indications
(tumor category, volume, stage, receptor density, heterogenicity, ac-
cessibility, etc.) that interplay intimately with one another (Scheme 1)
[4,22–24]. However, most of the preclinical and clinical studies did not
give a full consideration of all these important factors, which partly
explains why the reported targeted cancer nanomedicines have not yet
met the clinical expectations. For instance, considering their good
safety, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
nanoparticles have been one of the most preferred vehicles for lipo-
philic anticancer drugs. However, PLA and PLGA nanoformulations are
associated with inadequate stability, drug leakage, and fractional drug
release, which would greatly reduce their targetability and efficacy
[25–27]. The unmet endpoints of BIND-014 in its first clinical assess-
ments might further be ascribed to the wrong choice of indications and
lack of patient screening [19]. It is a common practice to screen suitable
patients prior to administration of molecularly targeted drugs and an-
tibody-conjugated formulations.

We are aware that there has been serious doubt about cancer na-
nomedicines [28,29] and polymeric cancer therapeutics [30–32].This
open debate about cancer nanomedicines is very important and helpful
to the field. It is, however, worthwhile to clarify that a majority of
nanomedicines reported to date are in fact not strict “targeted nano-
medicines”, which from their initial definition and purposes shall be

safe, stable, long-circulating, tumor cell selective, and have specific
receptor-mediated cell uptake and rapid release of therapeutic agents
into the target cells. The so-called passively targeted nanomedicines
relying on enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect in solid
tumors cannot discriminate the cancer cells from the healthy cells [33],
departing from the notion of targeted therapy. Let alone, there have
been also questions regarding whether there is EPR effect and to what
extent in the tumors of patients [34].

In this review, we highlight the cutting-edge design and construc-
tion of conceptually interesting and clinically viable actively targeted
cancer nanomedicines. It should be stressed that in a strict sense, many
of them also do not fully comply with the standards of “targeted na-
nomedicines”. For example, in many cases, reported systems though
equipped with a tumor specific ligand reveal poor stability, drug
leakage in circulation, or do not readily release anticancer agents after
internalization into cancer cells. In many other cases, the ligands have
only moderate specificity and tumor cell affinity. Herein, the pros and
cons of different actively targeted cancer nanomedicines containing
lipophilic or hydrophilic small molecular drugs, nucleic acid drugs, as
well as protein and peptide drugs, will be discussed. In the end, we give
the conclusion and personal perspectives on future developments and
clinical translation of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines.

2. Actively targeted lipophilic chemotherapeutic nanomedicines

The major chemical drugs used in the clinical settings e.g. paclitaxel
(PTX) and docetaxel (DTX) are poorly water soluble and require for-
mulating with solubilizers such as cremophor EL/ethanol mixture and
tween 80, which give rise to moderate efficacy with pronounced ad-
verse effects [35]. The past decade has witnessed rapid development of
actively targeted nanomedicines containing diverse lipophilic small
molecular drugs for treating different tumor models [2,16]. Today, the
simplest and most successful targeted formulation is ADCs in which
monoclonal antibody acts as both vehicle and targeting ligand [16,17].
The representative actively targeted pharmaceutic nanomedicines used
in the clinics or in the clinical trials were summarized in Table 1.

Ado-trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1), an anti-human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) antibody-maytansinoid conjugate, was
approved for refractory HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer patients
in 2013 (Table 1) [36]. T-DM1 demonstrated also positive results in a
phase II study in HER2-mutant lung cancer patients [37]. The phase II/
III investigations in previously treated HER2-positive advanced gastric
cancer patients concluded, however, no better than taxane in efficacy
and toxicity profiles [38]. DM1 is a lipophilic, extremely cytotoxic
microtubule-disrupting agent that is not applicable in itself. DM1 was
conjugated to ado-trastuzumab via a stable thiosuccinimide bond using
heterobifunctional succinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-
carboxylate as a linker [39]. HER2-targeted delivery of DM1 imposed
by T-DM1 evidently increased its tumor specificity, anti-tumor efficacy,
and tolerability. Despite a reduced systemic toxicity over free DM1, T-
DM1 holds a very narrow therapeutic window and is clinically applied
at its maximum-tolerated dose (MTD) of 3.6 mg/kg [40]. T-DM1 has an
average drug-antibody ratio (DAR) of 3.5, which corresponds to a low
DM1 content of about 1.75 wt.% [41]. The analyses of T-DM1 further
revealed a broad distribution of DAR from 0 to 8. T-DM1 with DAR of 0-
2 would present low anti-tumor potency, while high DAR of 6-8 might
form aggregates as a result of the highly lipophilic nature of DM1, re-
duce their HER2 affinity and accelerate clearance from circulation [42].
The HER2-targetability, efficacy and tolerability of ado-trastuzumab-
maytansinoid conjugate might be greatly improved by site specific
conjugation and precise control of DAR.

Sacituzumab govitecan (IMMU-132), an anti-trophoblast cell-sur-
face antigen 2 (Trop-2) monoclonal antibody-SN-38 conjugate in-
corporating a hydrophilic, acid-cleavable CL2A linker, was granted a
“breakthrough therapy” for previously treated metastatic triple-nega-
tive breast cancer (TNBC) patients in 2016 (Table 1) [43]. Trop-2
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overexpresses in many epithelial cancers including a majority of TNBC
tumors. SN-38, a moderately cytotoxic topoisomerase I inhibitor, was
conjugated to mildly reduced anti-Trop-2 antibody (containing 8 thiol
groups per antibody molecule) with a controlled and high DAR of 7.6
(Fig. 1) [52–54]. This site-specific conjugation and hydrophilic nature
of linker afforded IMMU-132 with good aqueous solubility and serum
stability and maintained Trop-2 binding ability. The DAR of IMMU-132
played a decisive role in treating subcutaneous NCI-N87 gastric carci-
noma. Of note, SN-38 was not only released in the tumor cells following
Trop-2-mediated uptake but also gradually released in the acidic tumor
extracellular milieu thereby effectively eliminating both Trop-2-posi-
tive tumor cells and adjacent bystander cells [55]. The clinical in-
vestigations evidenced that IMMU-132 conferred significantly im-
proved therapeutic index, less adverse effects (e.g. diarrhea) than
irinotecan (a clinically used prodrug form of SN-38), and benefited
patients with epithelial cancers including previously treated metastatic
TNBC, small cell lung cancers (SCLC) [56] and non-small cell lung
cancers (NSCLC) [57]. The recently updated clinical results demon-
strated a response rate of 33% for heavily pretreated TNBC patients
[58]. It should be noted that given the moderate potency, IMMU-132

was typically administered at a comparably high dose (10 mg/kg) and
frequency (day 1 and 8 of 21-day cycles) [59]. The multi-step con-
jugation chemistry of IMMU-132 also poses significant issues on man-
ufacturing and quality controls.

Gemtuzumab ozogamicin (GO, Mylotarg), an anti-CD33 antibody-
calicheamicin conjugate, was the first approved ADC in 2000 for re-
lapsed CD33-positive acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients with an
age of 60 and older [60]. CD33 overexpresses in the AML cells of ma-
jority patients but not on pluripotent stem cells. Calicheamicin is an
extremely cytotoxic DNA-binding antibiotic with a half-maximal in-
hibitory concentration (IC50) in ng/mL range. GO was obtained with an
acid-cleavable hydrazone linkage and a stabilized disulfide bond by
conjugating semi-synthetic calicheamicin to the lysine amine groups in
gemtuzumab. GO would hydrolyze in the acidic endo/lysosomal com-
partments to release calicheamicin prodrug and further reduce to native
calicheamicin in the cytosols of tumor cells [61]. GO induced selective
and potent cytotoxicity to HL-60 leukemic cells with IC50 in low to sub-
pg/mL (calicheamicin equivalent) range. The confirmatory trials in-
dicated, however, no clinical benefits and increased mortality rate of
GO therapy over standard chemotherapy, leading to withdrawing of GO

Scheme 1. The clinical performance of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines is intimately dependent on the interplay between vehicles, ligands, therapeutic agents
and indications.

Table 1
A list of representative actively targeted pharmaceutic nanomedicines used in the clinics or in the clinical trials.

Name Drug Ligand/Vehicle Target Indication Clinical phase Ref.

T-DM1 Maytansinoid Ado-trastuzumab HER2 Metastatic breast cancer Approved/2013 [36]
IMMU-132 SN-38 Sacituzumab Trop-2 Metastatic TNBC Approved/2016 [43]
GO Calicheamicin Gemtuzumab CD33 AML Approved/2001

Reapproved/2017
[44]

InO Calicheamicin Inotuzumab CD22 Pre-B cell ALL Approved/2017 [45]
DTXL-TNP Docetaxel ACUPA/PEG-PLA and PLGA PMSA Metastatic prostate cancer Phase II [46]
MM-302 DOX•HCl Anti-ErbB2 (F5)-scFv antibody/ liposomes HER2 Advanced breast tumor Phase III [47]
MCC-465 DOX•HCl Anti-GAH antibody F(ab')2 fragment /liposomes GAH Metastatic stomach tumor Phase I [48]
Anti-EGFR ILs-DOX DOX•HCl Cetuximab Fab′ fragment/liposomes EGFR EGFR-overexpressed advanced solid tumors Phase I [49]
2B3-101 DOX•HCl GSH/liposomes GSH Metastatic brain tumor Phase II [50]
MBP-426 Oxaliplatin Tf/liposomes TfR Advanced/metastatic solid tumors Phase I [51]
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from the market in 2010. The retrospective analyses indicated that
patient AML cells might differ greatly in their sensitivity to calichea-
micin (over 100,000 times), and perhaps only patients with certain
genotype could benefit from GO treatment. The clinical failure of GO is
likely related to its broad DAR (ca. 50% antibody conjugated with 4-6
calicheamicin), high toxicity and narrow therapeutic window. The
dosing regimen at a high dose of 9 mg/m2 on days 1 and 14 gave sig-
nificant toxicity to patients. Interestingly, obvious benefits were
achieved for GO in combination with standard chemotherapy and as a
monotherapy for newly diagnosed CD33-positive AML patients leading
to renewed approval of GO in 2017 (Table 1) [44]. In this new regimen,
GO was dosed at 3 mg/m2 with multiple repetitions which reduced

toxic side effects. This exemplifies that the clinical benefits of targeted
formulations are critically dependent on the clinical design, selection of
indications, dose, dosing scheme and patient screening.

In a similar way, anti-CD22 monoclonal antibody-targeted ca-
licheamicin (inotuzumab ozogamicin, InO, DAR = 6) was developed
and approved as a monotherapy for CD22-positive relapsed or re-
fractory pre-B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL) patients in
2017 (Table 1) [62]. CD22 overexpresses in most B-cell cancers such as
B-ALL and B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL). The leukemia cells in
more than 90% of ALL patients were CD22-positive [62]. InO revealed a
low MTD of 1.8 mg/m2 with thrombocytopenia as a dose-limiting toxic
effect [63]. InO seemed also promising for relapsed/refractory B-cell

Fig. 1. A) Linker and linking chemistry of IMMU-132. B-C) Therapeutic efficacy of IMMU-132 with in subcutaneous BxPC-3 pancreatic or NCI-N87 gastric carcinoma-
bearing mice. Reprinted with permission from ref. [54].
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NHL [45].
In spite of their evident tumor targeting effect, ADCs armed with

highly toxic payloads would cause severe side effects beyond a certain
dose. It is often the case that ADCs have a very narrow therapeutic
window. The antibody-near-infrared (NIR) dye conjugates that are toxic
only when bound to the target cells and irradiated with NIR light have
appeared to be a more safe and efficient modality for targeted tumor
therapy [64–66]. Unlike traditional ADCs, the dyes do not require to be
released from the antibody to take effect. The anti-EGFR antibody-
IR700-dye conjugate was reported to be most potent when anchored
onto EGFR-overexpressing tumor cells while inducing little photo-
toxicity to non-bound cells. This photo-immunotherapy has been
moved to FDA designated fast-track global Phase III clinical trial for
inoperable head and neck cancer patients.

Water soluble polymer-drug conjugates (PDCs), which are analo-
gous to ADCs, have been widely investigated for tumor therapy [67].
Compared to ADCs, PDCs have the advantages of easy preparation and
increased drug content. Poly(N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide)
(PHPMA) is a water soluble and biocompatible non-ionic polymer.
PHPMA conjugated with 7.5 wt.% doxorubicin (DOX) via a lysosomally
cleavable Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly tetrapeptide linkage and about 2.0 wt.%
galactosamine (PK2) was developed for actively targeted liver tumor
therapy. PK2 had a molecular weight (Mw) of 27.1 kg/mol and a
polydispersity of 1.38. The preclinical toxicity studies revealed that PK2
had 2-3 times less acute toxicity and 5 times less cardiotoxicity than
free DOX [68]. The initial clinical biodistribution investigations de-
monstrated about 30% drug accumulation in the hepatic region and a
tumor-normal liver ratio of 1/3 in a multifocal hepatoma patient at 24 h
post-injection [69]. Further studies in 31 liver tumor patients indicated
that PK2 had an MTD of 160 mg DOX equiv./m2, and delivered
16.9%±3.9% and 3.3%±5.6% of injected dose of DOX to the liver
and tumor, respectively [70]. Three patients showed partial response.
These data concluded that PK2 enabled liver-targeted delivery, but the
healthy liver tissues had about 5 times higher DOX level than the
tumor, likely due to the fact that the asialoglycoprotein receptors are
highly expressed in the healthy hepatocytes. Galactose is not an optimal
choice for hepatoma-targeted chemotherapy. PK2 did not continue for
further clinical trials.

Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-targeted docetaxel na-
notherapeutics (DTXL-TNP, BIND-014) was developed through sys-
tematic optimization of size, surface, ligand density, drug encapsulation
and release profiles from 2-(3-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)-ureido) pen-
tanedioic acid (ACUPA)-functionalized PEG-PLA, PEG-PLA and PLGA
copolymers (Fig. 2) [46,71]. PLA and PLGA are classical biodegradable
polymers used widely in various biomedical fields. PSMA is a specific
cell membrane glycoprotein overexpressed in a majority of prostate
cancers as well as the neovasculatures of many advanced solid tumors
such as breast, renal and lung carcinomas. The optimal DTXL-TNP had a
size of 100 nm, DTX loading of 10 wt.%, and targeting density of 200
ACUPA molecules per nanoparticle. The preclinical studies revealed
that DTXL-TNP afforded markedly prolonged circulation time with drug
plasma levels kept 100-fold higher than DTX control over 24 hours, and
significantly higher tumor accumulation and inhibition (Table 1) [46].
The first clinical results were very encouraging as efficacy was seen at
lower doses compared to regular DTX injections [19]. The following
efficacy studies in patients with advanced solid tumors including cer-
vical, lung and head-and-neck cancers, however, did not show clinical
benefits, which led to the bankruptcy of BIND Therapeutics [72]. The
unmet endpoints of BIND-014 are at least partly due to wrong choice of
indications and lack of patient screening. In fact, the clinically used
molecularly targeted drugs and antibody-targeted formulations are
prescribed only for a subset of tumor patients with particular mutations
and high expression of specific antigens, respectively. It is impractical
and deviates from the concept of precision therapy to apply targeted
formulations to a broad range of indications. Even patients with the
same type of tumor, screening is needed to increase response rate. In

addition, tumor neovasculatures are likely not the best target as drugs
have to be delivered to the tumor cells.

Having learned the lessons from the previous studies, the company
has adjusted its clinical strategy of BIND-014 by focusing on metastatic
castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) [18]. The phase I clinical
evaluation recommended a regimen of 60 mg/m2 dose and 3-week
cycle [19]. The efficacy studies in 42 chemotherapy-naive mCRPC pa-
tients revealed a prostate-specific antigen response rate of 30%, pre-
ferential reduction of PSMA-positive circulating tumor cells (CTCs), and
a median progression-free survival (PFS) of 9.9 months which exceeded
that (≥6 months) prespecified for the trial [18]. The major adverse
effects were fatigue, nausea and neuropathy, indicating that BIND-014
does induce off-target toxicity. The findings that BIND-014 selectively
and effectively reduced PSMA-positive CTCs validates PSMA as a target
for the management of mCRPC patients. It was noted, nevertheless, that
not all mCRPC express PSMA. The analyses of clinical samples revealed
a low or negative PSMA expression in a portion of mCRPC patients and
coexistence of both PSMA-positive and negative CTCs in another por-
tion of patients [18]. The clinical benefits of BIND-014 might be am-
plified if only patients with a high and homogenous PSMA expression
were selected. It should further be noted that the unmet clinical out-
comes (efficacy and toxicity) of BIND-014 are perhaps also related to its
inadequate stability, drug leakage, and fractional drug release in the
tumor cells. Despite vast work done in optimization, BIND-014 released
a significant amount of drug in hours, while insufficient release inside
tumor cells due to the lack of mechanisms to facilitate drug release.

To realize high targetability and minimize toxicity, actively targeted
nanomedicines ought to be steady with no or low drug leakage while
immediately liberate drugs in the tumor cells. This has spurred the
development of several novel strategies and targeted multifunctional
systems such as acid or glutathione-activatable hyaluronic acid (HA)-
drug conjugates [73], crosslinked HA nanoparticles [74], HA-PTX
prodrug micelles [75], ligand-directed core-crosslinked micelles [76],
and actively targeted prodrug nanoparticles [77,78]. Lipoic acid-
crosslinked HA nanoparticles displayed robust DOX loading as a result
of dense disulfide-crosslinking, speedy cytosolic DOX release due to
glutathione-triggered cleavage of disulfide crosslinks, and evident CD44
affinity owing to presence of HA at the surface [79]. HA is a natural
polysaccharide that possesses a specific binding affinity to CD44. A
range of solid and hematological malignancies as well as cancer stem
cells were reported to hold a high CD44 expression [80,81]. Interest-
ingly, DOX-carrying HA nanotherapeutics exhibited a remarkable
tumor accumulation of 12.71% ID/g and complete tumor repression
with little adverse effects in CD44-overexpressing drug-resistant MCF-7
(MCF-7/ADR) human breast tumor model [79]. In contrast, free DOX
could not inhibit MCF-7/ADR tumor growth and caused significant
body weight loss. Though promising, the clinical translation of HA
nanotherapeutics is challenged by the production and quality control.
In another example, core-disulfide-crosslinked micelles based on bio-
degradable poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(ε-caprolactone) were surface-
engineered with 20 mol% glioma-targeting Angiopep-2 peptide and 10
mol% cell-penetrating TAT peptide, via long and short PEG, respec-
tively, to simultaneously enhance blood circulation, blood-brain bar-
riers (BBB) penetration, glioblastoma cell specificity and uptake, and
cytosolic release of DTX [82]. Notably, this dual-ligand core-disulfide-
crosslinked micellar DTX displayed efficient glioblastoma accumula-
tion, penetration and suppression, bringing about significantly in-
creased survival of orthotopic U87MG human glioma-bearing nude
mice. These glioma-targeting nanomedicines are potentially interesting
for effective chemotherapy for glioblastoma. It should be noted, how-
ever, that all these newly designed actively targeted lipophilic phar-
maceutic nanomedicines are still limited to the proof-of-concept stu-
dies. Their efficacy and in particular safety need to be systemically
investigated prior to moving forward to clinical trials.
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3. Actively targeted hydrophilic chemotherapeutic
nanomedicines

Unlike lipophilic drugs that require a solubilizer or vehicle in clin-
ical applications, hydrophilic agents are directly druggable.
Hydrophilic drugs, however, usually display quick excretion, inferior
efficacy and toxicity profiles. One typical example is doxorubicin hy-
drochloride (DOX·HCl) which has severe cardiotoxicity. Interestingly,
DOX·HCl loading in the interior of liposomes and particularly
PEGylated liposomes exhibited prolonged circulation time, enhanced
tolerability, reduced cardiotoxicity and increased therapeutic index,
which has led to the approval of first nanomedicines (Myocet, Doxil,
Caelyx) for tumor therapy [83]. Liposomal DOX·HCl induced, however,
only moderate improvement in therapeutic efficacy partly due to the
lack of tumor cell selectivity [84]. In the past two decades, enormous
endeavor has been directed to development of actively targeted lipo-
somal DOX·HCl by decorating its surface with varying specific ligands
such as antibodies, antibody fragments, small biomolecules, and pep-
tides [85]. DOX·HCl could be efficiently loaded into liposomes via
ammonium sulfate or pH gradient technique [86]. Importantly, several
actively targeted PEGylated liposomal DOX·HCl formulations such as
MM-302, MCC-465, Anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
immunoliposomes (ILs)-DOX, and 2B3-101 have made progress to
human clinical trials.

MM-302 is a HER2-targeted liposomal DOX·HCl designed for HER2-
positive advanced breast tumor patients [47,87]. MM-302 containing
45 anti-ErbB2 (F5)-scFv antibodies per liposome was obtained by in-
serting anti-ErbB2-scFv-PEG-DSPE conjugate into PEGylated liposomal
DOX·HCl (Table 1) [88]. Interestingly, MM-302 had little or no

interference with cardiomyocyte cell function and HER2 signaling. The
preclinical and clinical studies in HER2-positive breast and gastric
tumor models showed that combination of MM-302 and trastuzumab
enhanced tumor deposition and DNA damage leading to synergistic
antitumor effect (Fig. 3) [87,89]. MM-302 and trastuzumab bound to
HER2 extracellular subdomain I and IV, respectively and were found
colocalized in BT474-M3 human breast xenografts in NCR/nu mice. The
clinical trial in advanced HER2-positive breast cancer patients con-
cluded that MM302 at a dose of 30mg/m2 and higher, alone or in
combination with 6mg/kg trastuzumab, at a 3-week cycle caused little
cardiotoxicity and afforded favorable safety (MTD>50mg/m2) and
clinical activity (overall response rate (ORR) = 13%, median PFS = 7.4
months). ORR of 28.0% and median PFS of 10.9 months were achieved
for cases of anthracycline-naïve patients [87]. The tumor tissue analysis
confirmed the HER2-targeting effect. Positron emission tomography-
computed tomography imaging using 64Cu-labeled MM-302 indicated
substantial deposition in liver, spleen and tumor (including bone and
brain metastases) uptake of 0.52-18.5 %ID/kg at 24-48 h post-injection.
Interestingly, tumor uptake of 64Cu-MM-302 correlated favorably with
treatment efficacy [90]. These results signified that MM-302 has a po-
tential for treating metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer patients with
bone or brain metastases.

MCC-465 is an anti-GAH antibody F(ab')2 fragment-functionalized
PEGylated liposomal DOX·HCl developed for metastatic stomach tu-
mors (Table 1) [48]. GAH is a human monoclonal antibody that posi-
tively reacts to more than 90% of gastric cancer tissues. MCC-465 was
fabricated with an average diameter of 143 nm and an anti-GAH-F
(ab′)2/PEG(5 kDa) weight ratio of 1/4 by conjugating thiolated anti-
GAH-F(ab′)2 and PEG to liposomes via thioether linkage [91]. MCC-465

Fig. 2. A) Schematic illustration of BIND-014. B) BIND-014 with optimized parameters as indicated by the green dotted line. Adapted with permission from ref. [71].
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displayed evident specificity and notably enhanced antitumor potency
in GAH-positive B37 gastric cancer cells in vitro and in vivo compared
with regular PEGylated liposomal DOX·HCl. The trials of MCC-465 in
metastatic/recurrent gastric tumor patients demonstrated a similar
pharmacokinetics to Doxil, absence of skin- and cardio-toxicity, an MTD
of 45.5 mg/m2 with myelosuppression and appetite loss as the dose-
limiting toxicities, and stable disease in 10 out of 18 evaluated patients.
MCC-465 was concluded with favorable safety and a dosing scheme of
32.5 mg/m2 every 3 weeks was recommended for further efficacy stu-
dies.

Anti-EGFR ILs-DOX was manufactured by linking the Fab′ fragments
of cetuximab to commercial PEGylated liposomal DOX·HCl (Caelyx) for
treatment of EGFR-overexpressing advanced solid tumors (Table 1)
[49]. In spite of similar tumor deposition, anti-EGFR ILs-DOX was far
more efficiently internalized in EGFR-overexpressing tumor cells than
regular liposomal DOX·HCl (92% versus<5%), significantly enhancing
the antitumor potency [92,93]. Interestingly, anti-EGFR ILs-DOX
greatly enhanced intracellular DOX delivery to EGFR-overexpressing
multidrug-resistant tumor cells, producing one-to-two magnitudes
higher antitumor activity than free DOX in vitro, and superior treatment
of multidrug-resistant MDA-MB-231 Vb100 tumor xenografts in vivo
[94]. The human trials of anti-EGFR ILs-DOX observed an MTD of 50
mg/m2 (DOX equivalent), no cardiotoxicity or cumulative toxicity, and

obvious clinical activity (out of 26 patients, 1 complete and 1 partial
response, 10 stable disease) in EGFR-overexpressing advanced solid
tumor patients that were not amenable to standard therapy [49]. Anti-
EGFR ILs-DOX was recommended for phase II trials at 50 mg DOX·HCl
per m2.

2B3-101 is a glutathione (GSH)-tagged PEGylated liposomal
DOX·HCl designated for enhanced chemotherapy of primary or meta-
static brain tumors (Table 1) [50]. GSH is an endogenous tripeptide that
is able to cross the BBB via the GSH transporters. 2B3-101 was prepared
with a mean diameter of 95 nm through introducing GSH-PEG-DSPE (5
wt.% of total lipids) to liposomes followed by loading DOX·HCl via
ammonium sulfate gradient method. The measurement of DOX con-
centrations in the brain at 5 h post-injection showed that 2B3-101 had
4.8 times higher brain-to-blood ratio of DOX than regular PEGylated
liposomal DOX·HCl [95]. The preclinical studies in U87 MG-Luc human
glioblastoma model in athymic FVB mice demonstrated good toleration
and significantly better tumor repression of 2B3-101 than regular PE-
Gylated liposomal DOX·HCl, with either once or twice-weekly dosing of
5 mg DOX·HCl equiv./kg [50]. 2B3-101 led to 38.5% and 16.1% in-
crease of median survival time over saline and regular PEGylated li-
posomal DOX·HCl, respectively. The clinical studies in patients with
metastatic brain tumors and recurrent gliomas certified its good safety
up to 70 mg/m2 and antitumor activity at 40 mg/m2 or higher doses, in

Fig. 3. A) Schematic illustration of MM-302. B) MM-302 remains in circulation for long periods of time, providing an opportunity to accumulate in tumors via leaky
vasculature. Reprinted with permission from ref. [89].
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which 12 out of 16 patients showed stable diseases. Phase II clinical
trials were being carried out at 50 mg/m2 3-week cycle and 60 mg/m2

4-week cycle for patients with brain metastases and recurrent malig-
nant glioma, respectively [96]. 2B3-101 is one of the very few nano-
formulations advanced to clinical trials for brain tumor therapy. 2B3-
101 is unique in that it exploits a small endogenous biomolecule to
enhance drug delivery to brain. It should be noted, however, that 2B3-
101 is not glioma-specific and might cause brain toxicity.

MBP-426 is a human transferrin (Tf)-conjugated oxaliplatin lipo-
some formulation developed for Tf receptor (TfR)-overexpressing ad-
vanced/metastatic solid tumors (Table 1) [51]. Tf is a natural protein
that transports iron to mammalian cells. TfR highly expresses in various
cancer cells and Tf functionalization was shown to greatly enhance
cancer cell uptake of different drugs [97]. Tf-tagged oxaliplatin lipo-
some formulation revealed prolonged circulation time and decreased
partitioning to erythrocytes compared with free oxaliplatin, and kept a
high tumor drug level for over 72 h post-injection, resulting in more
effective tumor inhibition than non-targeted liposomal formulation and
free oxaliplatin at a dose of 5 mg/kg [98]. The clinical investigations in
advanced or metastatic refractory solid tumor patients revealed an
advantageous pharmacokinetics over oxaliplatin, favorable safety pro-
file with thrombocytopenia as a main dose-limiting toxicity, and 15
patients with stable disease after two treatments [51]. A dose of
226 mg/m2 was recommended for phase II trials.

MM-302, MCC-465, and anti-EGFR ILs-DOX have employed scFv
antibody or antibody fragments to decorate the surface of liposomes to
achieve tumor-selective delivery of DOX·HCl (Table 1). The scFv anti-
body and antibody fragments are big and often encounter manufacture
hurdles. Another potential issue with scFv antibody and antibody
fragments is their comparably low stability relative to monoclonal an-
tibody. Increasing attention has been paid to the development of pep-
tide-targeted nanomedicines in that peptides are small, stable, easy to
fabricate, and amenable to different conjugation chemistry [99]. Var-
ious peptide-functionalized liposomal DOX·HCl formulations were de-
signed and explored by different groups for the targeted treatment of
diverse malignancies including metastatic, drug-resistant, and in-
accessible tumors. For instance, glioma-targeted chemotherapy was
enabled by introducing peptides like cyclic RGD, angiopep-2, T7, and
Lyp-1 peptides, which could not only increase BBB penetration but also
specifically bind to glioma cells [13]. The anti-glioma effect could
further be enhanced by co-functionalizing liposomal DOX·HCl with two
peptides [100,101]. In spite of their significant advantages over anti-
body- and antibody fragment-targeted formulations, peptide-guided
liposomal DOX·HCl has not advanced to the clinical evaluation. This is
at least partly due to the moderate tumor specificity and affinity of
peptides and several intrinsic problems of liposomal formulations such
as intricate fabrication procedure, insufficient stability, and slow drug
release in the tumor cells. To increase their drug release at the target
sites and thereby antitumor efficacy, stimuli (e.g. thermo and pH)-
sensitive liposomes were developed at the cost of further complicating
their preparation.

Polymersomes self-assembled from amphiphilic copolymers with
enhanced stability, facile fabrication, and tailorable surface/membrane
functions have recently appeared as an alternative platform to lipo-
somes for targeted drug delivery [102–104]. For example, tumor-tar-
geting disulfide-crosslinked polymersomal DOX·HCl (PS-DOX) for-
mulations were constructed with mean sizes of 50 to 100 nm from co-
self-assembly of poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(trimethylene carbonate-
co-dithiolane trimethylene carbonate) (PEG-P(TMC-DTC)) and peptide-
functionalized PEG-P(TMC-DTC) copolymers followed by loading
DOX·HCl via a pH gradient approach [105]. PS-DOX exhibited extra-
ordinary stability due to crosslinking of the membrane and efficient
cytosolic drug release owing to reduction-triggered decrosslinking. In-
terestingly, PS-DOX displayed over 5-fold higher MTD than liposomal
DOX·HCl. PS-DOX surface modified with ATN-161, cNGQ, cRGD, and
GE11 peptides did cause little or low toxic effects while markedly

enhance the treatment of diverse solid malignancies including mela-
noma, lung, liver, and ovarian tumors compared with liposomal
DOX·HCl and non-targeted PS-DOX [106–109]. In a recent study, A6
peptide (KPSSPPEE)-decorated polymersomal epirubicin hydrochloride
with 11 wt.% drug and small size of 55 nm was shown to specifically
bind to and kill CD44-overexpressing LP-1 multiple myeloma (MM)
cells in vitro and in orthotopic MM model, markedly enhancing mice
survival rate and depleting bone destruction [110]. Unlike peptide-
targeted ones, Tf and trastuzumab-targeted polymersomal formulations
were obtained by post-modification method via thiol-ether linkage for
the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma and HER2-positive breast
tumor, respectively [111,112]. In spite of observed specificity, the
thiol-maleimide conjugation is not optimal due to the extensive and
nonspecific thiolation of ligand and gradual hydrolysis of maleimide
groups [113]. There is a need to develop more robust and specific post-
modification methods. Intriguingly, incubating CGGGHKYLRW (Tf-
binding peptide)-decorated PS-DOX with Tf could generate Tf-bound
PS-DOX that displayed marked selectivity in TfR-overexpressing HCT-
116 cells and significantly better treatment efficacy in HCT-116 tumor-
bearing mice than the non-targeted control [114]. This employment of
Tf-binding peptide is a novel strategy to circumvent post-modification.
In addition to polycarbonate copolymers, functional polypeptide and
polyester copolymers have been designed and prepared to construct
actively targeted polymersomal DOX·HCl for treating various forms of
malignancies [115].

As compared with liposomes, polymersomes have also the ad-
vantage to separately engineer the inner and outer surfaces of the
membrane (coined as chimeric polymersomes, CPs) thereby uniquely
achieving stable and efficient loading of different hydrophilic and
amphipathic small molecular drugs such as pemetrexed disodium
(PEM), methotrexate disodium and rigosertib, which were not possible
with regular systems [116–118]. For instance, lung cancer specific
polymersomal PEM, which was constructed with 14.2 wt.% PEM and a
size of about 60 nm from co-assembly of PEG-P(TMC-DTC) block
polyethyleneimine (PEG-P(TMC-DTC)-PEI) and CSNIDARAC peptide-
functionalized PEG-P(TMC-DTC) in PEM-containing aqueous solution,
showed 22 and 9.1 times increase in circulation time and tumor de-
position over generic PEM formulation, and potent tumor suppression
and significant survival benefits in H460 tumor-bearing mice at
12.5 mg/kg (PEM equivalent) [116].

Polymersomes, closely mimicking liposomes, are of particular in-
terest to drug delivery. The plethora of preclinical and clinical data
reported for liposomal systems are valuable and form a sound basis for
designing new functional polymersomes as next generation vehicles for
precision cancer therapy. The recently developed actively targeted
polymersomal formulations demonstrated clear advantages over lipo-
somal counterparts in terms of fabrication, stability, targetability,
toxicity, safety, drug release, and efficacy, which warrant further in-
vestigation. These functional polymersomes are based on new polymers
and will require rigorous safety and toxicity examinations prior to
clinical translation.

4. Actively targeted nucleic acid nanomedicines

Nucleic acid-based biopharmaceuticals such as siRNA, miRNA,
mRNA, DNA and CRISPR/Cas9 are an emerging and highly specific type
of anticancer drugs that take explicit effects in the cytosol or nucleus of
target cells [119,120]. In contrast to chemo drugs, nucleic acid drugs
possess poor cell membrane permeability and are subject to degrada-
tion in vivo, refraining them from direct application [121,122]. The
clinical translation of nucleic acids relies genuinely on the advancement
of safe and targeted vehicles that are capable of protecting them from
degradation and selectively releasing them into tumor cells [123].
Viruses though are able to mediate efficient delivery of certain nucleic
acids are questioned by their safety, lack of cell selectivity, and po-
tential immune response. Non-viral vehicles with better safety, facile
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engineering with specific ligands, and ease of scale-up are regarded
more viable for future cancer gene therapy [124,125]. Representative
actively targeted biopharmaceutic nanomedicines in clinical trials were
listed in Table 2.

SGT-53 is an anti-TfR single-chain antibody Fv fragment (TfRscFv)-
functionalized cationic liposome complexes of wild-type p53 plasmid
developed for targeted treatment of TfR-overexpressing advanced solid
tumors by restoring p53 function (Table 2) [21,129]. The p53 gene has
a tumor suppressing function. Loss of p53 functionality, either due to
p53 mutation or dysfunction of p53 pathway, is found in a number of
human tumors including breast cancers and glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM). SGT-53 was prepared through decorating maleimide-functio-
nalized cationic liposomes with TfRscFv-SH followed by complexing
with wild-type 53 plasmid. The highest expression of p53 in the tumor
was found at a pDNA/lipid ratio of 1 μg/13–14 nmol [130]. Interest-
ingly, SGT-53 could penetrate the BBB and efficiently target to GBM
cells and cancer stem cells (CSCs), leading to down-modulation of O6-
methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase and apoptosis of intracranial
GBM xenografts as a result of wild-type 53 expression. The co-admin-
istration of SGT-53 effectively sensitized both GBM cells and CSCs to
temozolomide (TMZ) therapy, resulting in improved treatment and
survival of TMZ-resistant GBM-bearing mice [131]. Moreover, combi-
nation of SGT-53 and anti-PD-1 antibody greatly augmented immune
therapy for mouse syngeneic GL261 tumors, leading to GBM inhibition,
T-cell infiltration and substantial survival benefits. The phase I clinical
trials in advanced solid tumor patients displayed that SGT-53 induced
minimum adverse effects at doses of 0.2–3.6 mg pDNA and most pa-
tients had stable disease, with evident p53 expression in metastatic
lesions and one patient changing the status to resectable after one
treatment, supporting favorable safety and antitumor activity of SGT-53
(Fig. 4) [21]. In another clinical trial, the combination of SGT-53 at
3.6 mg pDNA and 75 mg/m2 DTX revealed good toleration and clear
anticancer activity, in which 3 out of 12 metastatic/refractory cancer
patients showed partial responses, 2 displayed stable disease with
substantial tumor shrinkage, and 6 out of 9 patients failed previous
taxane treatment became stable [129]. The combination of SGT-53 and
DTX evidently reduced the metastatic lesions at 1 month after first
round of treatment [132]. The preclinical and clinical results signified
that these TfR-targeted p53 nanocomplexes have tremendous potential
in treating GBM as well as sensitizing immune therapy and che-
motherapy for ‘cold’ and refractory tumors, respectively. The same
TfRscFv-functionalized cationic liposome was applied for targeted de-
livery of plasmid RB94 (a truncated RB gene), giving a new gene na-
noformulation called SGT-94 [133]. RB94 is a gene that induces strong
toxic effect to cancer cells but not healthy ones following transfection.
The clinical studies in metastatic genitourinary cancer patients revealed
low adverse effects and evident clinical activity at 2.4 mg pDNA with
one complete remission and one partial remission. The expression of
RB94 was detected in the lung metastases but not in the healthy lung of
one patient, confirming its tumor specificity.

CALAA-01 is a Tf-decorated siRNA nanotherapeutics developed for
targeted RNA interfere (RNAi) therapy for TfR-overexpressing solid
tumors (Fig. 5) [126,134]. CALAA-01 was assembled with a mean
diameter of ca. 70 nm in a modular approach from linear cyclodextrin-
based polycation (CDP), adamantane (AD)-terminated PEG (AD-PEG),
adamantane-functionalized Tf (AD-PEG-Tf), and siRNA against the M2

subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (RRM2) [135]. The silencing of
RRM2 with siRNA was shown to induce pronounced antiproliferative
effect in cancer cells [136]. The clinical trials of CALAA-01 performed
in patients with refractory/metastatic solid tumors at 18, 24 and
30 mg/m2 siRNA dosing on days 1, 3, 8 and 10 of a 21-day cycle re-
vealed that the amount of intracellular nanocomplexes in the mela-
noma biopsies correlated with injected dose, both RRM2 mRNA and
protein expression were inhibited by CALAA-01, and mRNA fragment
was produced by explicit cleavage of RRM2 mRNA. These results certify
that targeted siRNA nanoformulation can exert specific gene suppres-
sion via the mechanism of RNA interference (Table 2) [126,134]. The
comparison of results from mice, rats, monkeys, and humans revealed
that CALAA-01 was quickly eliminated in all species. The maximum
blood concentration post-injection correlated positively with the body
weight of different species, and the safety profile of CALAA-01 was si-
milar in all species, except no kidney toxicity in humans, which likely
resulted from predosing hydration protocol in the human clinical trials.
These observations concluded that animals are good models to estimate
the performance of CALAA-01 in humans [20].

The polyion complex (PIC) micelles that are assembled from block
catiomers like PEG-b-poly(L-lysine) (PEG-PLL) and nucleic acids are an
appealing nanosystem for actively targeted gene therapy. However,
approaches such as disulfide-crosslinking, hydrophobic modification,
and anchoring onto gold nanoparticles (AuNP) were required to prevent
their fast disassembly in the circulation [137,138]. For example, cRGD-
decorated PIC micelles with a mean diameter of less than 50 nm and
stabilization via disulfide-crosslinking and cholesterol were shown to
significantly enhance the siRNA deposition and gene knockdown ac-
tivity compared with the non-stabilized controls in the subcutaneous
cervical tumors after systemic injection [139]. cRGD-surfaced AuNP-
cored PIC micelles (diameter< 50 nm) demonstrated obvious active
tumor-targetability and significant inhibition of subcutaneous HeLa
tumor when loading with therapeutic siRNA against papilloma virus-
derived E6 oncogene (Fig. 6) [140]. Interestingly, glucose-decorated
AuNP-cored PIC micelles displayed selective and enhanced uptake by
glucose transporter 1-overexpressing CSCs in the MDA-MB-231 breast
cancer spheroids and significant suppression of CSC-rich orthotopic
MDA-MB-231 tumor xenografts in mice when loading with siRNA
against polo-like kinase 1 (siPLK1) [141]. Aiming to conquer different
barriers in systemic siRNA delivery, increasingly more sophisticated
constructs such as GE11 peptide-installed pH/redox dual-sensitive ca-
tionic unimolecular nanoparticle [142], folate-functionalized siRNA
lipo-oligocation polyplexes [143], tumor-targeting aptamer- or folate-
displaying exosomes [144,145], and anisamide-functionalized cationic
liposomes wrapping polymetformin/HA-siRNA nanocomplex [146],
were prepared and explored for targeted cancer RNAi therapy.

The actively targeted polymersomes with features closely mi-
micking viruses have recently been developed as a more safe, robust
and efficient non-viral vehicles for systemic delivery of nucleic acids
[147–149]. The short PEI or spermine as inner shell of CPs allowed
complete and tight loading of siRNA at an N/P ratio of 1/1 or lower.
Notably, cNGQ peptide-decorated CPs appeared to efficiently deliver
siPLK1 to an orthotopic model of α3β1-integrin-overexpressing A549
human lung tumor, leading to effective tumor retardation and sig-
nificant survival benefits [150]. The angiopep-2 peptide-functionalized
CPs further showed improved BBB penetration and targeted RNAi

Table 2
Representative actively targeted biopharmaceutic nanomedicines in clinical trials.

Name Drug Ligand/Vehicle Target Indication Clinical phase Ref.

SGT-53 Wild-type p53 DNA TfRscFv/liposome complexes TfR Advanced solid tumors Phase II [21]
CALAA-01 siRNA against ribonucleotide reductase M2 Tf/polymeric NP TfR TfR-overexpressed solid tumors Phase I [126]
SGN-35 MMAE cAC10 antibody CD30 Relapsed/refractory Hodgkin’s lymphoma Approved/2011 [127]
Tf-CRM107 CRM107 Tf TfR Malignant brain tumor Phase II [128]
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therapy for orthotropic U-87 MG GBM in mice through a low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related protein-1 (LRP-1)-mediated pathway
[151]. Lung cancer-selective cell penetrating peptide (CPP33)-installed
CPs based on poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(α-aminopalmitic acid)-b-
poly(L-lysine) triblock copolymer displayed efficient encapsulation and
delivery of siPLK1 to the orthotopic A549 lung tumor xenografts in
nude mice, leading to effective tumor repression and increased survival
rate [152]. The CPs as envelope-type vehicle are robust and allow facile
surface engineering with diverse ligands via either pre- or post-mod-
ification, which can be tailor-made for targeted gene therapy of diverse
malignancies.

Unlike siRNA, miRNA though having a similar length plays multi-
faceted roles in cancer cells via diverse mechanisms and possibly causes
vastly different effects on cancer treatment depending on its cellular
concentrations. The miRNA-based tumor therapy might be enforced by
introducing miRNA to restore its function or anti-miRNA to suppress its
overactivity in the target cells [153]. Oncogenic receptor tyrosine ki-
nase Axl-specific aptamer-conjugated let-7g miRNA was reported to
selectively silence let-7g genes and effectively retard the Axl-expressing

lung adenocarcinoma models [154]. Interestingly, a simple conjugate of
folate and miR-34a was shown to increase the delivery of miR-34a to
folate receptor-overexpressing lung and breast tumors in mice, resulting
in reduction of tumor volume [155]. The mucin1 aptamer-decorated
hybrid nanoparticles augmented the release of miRNA-29b to target
NSCLC cancer cells, leading to selective downmodulation of oncopro-
tein DNMT3B and suppression of lung tumor in vivo [156]. Galactose-
functionalized pH and reduction dual-sensitive hybrid polypeptide na-
noparticles and mannose-decorated lipid-coated calcium phosphonate
nanovehicles wrapped by a pH-sensitive stealthy layer were developed
for targeted delivery of miR155 into tumor associated macrophages
(TAMs), which led to effective repolarizing of immunosuppressive
TAMs to M1 macrophages and suppression of tumor growth [157,158].
CD133 specific aptamer-guided RNA nanoparticles carrying anti-
miRNA21 were shown to be selectively internalized by breast CSCs and
TNBC cells, which led to effective inhibition of miR21 expression and
cell migration in vitro and repression of TNBC tumor progression in vivo
[159].

Gene editing with CRISPR/Cas9 has recently emerged as a powerful

Fig. 4. A) Schematic illustration of SGT-53. B) The metastatic lesions (circled area) were evidently reduced at one month after first round of treatment with SGT-53
and DTX. Reprinted with permission from ref. [129, 132].
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tool for tumor therapy [160,161]. In contrast to siRNA and miRNA,
CRISPR/Cas9 system is huge and needs to be transported and released
into the nuclei of target cells, which sets immense barriers to reach its
therapeutic potential. The development of safe and highly selective
nanovehicles for systemic delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 has become an
immediate task, though several non-specific vehicles did show ability to
deliver CRISPR/Cas9 to tumor xenografts in vivo [162,163]. The cancer-
derived exosomes were reported to effectively deliver CRISPR/Cas9 to
SKOV3 ovarian tumor xenografts in mice assumably via a cell tropism
mechanism, leading to suppression of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1,
cell apoptosis, and cisplatin sensitization [164]. The MCF-7 cancer cell
membrane-coated zeolitic imidazolate frameworks displayed cell-type-
specific delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 affording enhanced inhibition of EGFP

expression in MCF-7 cells [165]. AS1411 aptamer-targeted multi-
functional CRISPR/Cas9 nanoformulation was constructed by dec-
orating protamine sulfate/CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid (for CDK11 knockout)
nanocomplexes with carboxymethyl chitosan conjugated with AS1411
aptamer and endosome-disrupting KALA peptide, and revealed notable
repression of CDK11 expression, downregulation of matrix metallo-
proteinase-9 (MMP-9) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
proteins, and upregulation of p53 protein in cancer cells [166]. The
nanocomplexes of LC09 aptamer-functionalized PEG-PEI-cholesterol
lipopolymer and CRISPR/Cas9 plasmids encoding VEGFA gRNA and
Cas9 demonstrated selective and enhanced deposition of CRISPR/Cas9
in orthotopic osteosarcoma as well as lung metastasis, resulting in ef-
fective reduction of VEGFA expression, tumor angiogenesis and growth,

Fig. 5. Schematic of the preparation and function mechanism of CALAA-01. Adapted with permission from ref. [134].
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lung metastasis, and bone lesion [167]. R8-dGR peptide-functionalized
cationic liposomes co-encapsulating hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-
1α) sgRNA/Cas9 plasmids and PTX showed targeted delivery to pan-
creatic cancer cells, resulting in downregulation of HIF-1α expression as
well as VEGF and MMP-9 proteins, which in turn increased the antic-
ancer and anti-metastatic effects of PTX [168]. The results from the
targeted CRISPR/Cas9 delivery have proven the concept that gene
editing provides an effective treatment modality for tumors by silencing
the oncogenes, modulating the tumor microenvironments, sensitizing
chemotherapy, and/or boosting anticancer immunity. The clinical
translation of CRISPR/Cas9, however, requires the development of
more safe, specific and efficient delivery systems.

The non-viral delivery of mRNA especially mRNA vaccines is an
increasingly focused area for tumor therapy [124]. Though direct in-
jection of mRNA antigen was capable of eliciting specific cancer im-
munity and (pre)clinical activity, the efficacy was low [169]. The de-
velopment of vehicles targeting to antigen-presenting cells, in
particular dendritic cells (DCs), is of importance to mRNA vaccines
because they would boost vaccine potency and specificity, reduce
mRNA dose, and increase safety. The big size of mRNA
(300–5000 kDa), however, poses greater challenge than siRNA and
miRNA (~14 kDa). Given the fact that DCs overexpress mannose re-
ceptor [170], several mannose-functionalized vehicles were explored
for targeted mRNA vaccine delivery [171,172]. Interestingly, mannose-
decorated lysosomolytic lipopolyplexes showed four times higher
transfection of splenic DCs than non-targeted control and enhanced
cancer immunity when loading mRNA coding MART-1 antigen in
B16F10 melanoma-bearing mice leading to better tumor inhibition and
survival rate [173]. In a more recent study, lysosomolytic lipopoly-
plexes were functionalized with tri-antenna of α-D-mannopyranoside
which induced abundant E7-specific T cells when loading mRNA coding
E7 antigens as well as curative responses in murine TC1, EG7 and
B16F0 tumor models when vaccinated with mRNA coding E7, OVA and
MART-1 antigens, respectively, at 7 days after tumor implantation
[174]. The mRNA-carrying sugar-capsules composed of polysaccharides
particularly mannan from microbial cell wall displayed efficient drai-
nage to lymph nodes, DC activation, mRNA transfection, and antigen
presentation on DCs, eliciting specific T-cell responses and anticancer
activity in vivo [175]. The membrane active GALA peptide-

functionalized mRNA polyplexes with a mean diameter of 350 nm and
negative charge of -7 mV were shown to enter DCs via sialic acid-
mediated mechanism, afford 18-fold higher uptake than a liposome
complexes control, and elicit improved immune responses when
loading with mRNA coding OVA [176]. Moreover, mRNA encoding
antitumor proteins was delivered to the cancer cells. In order to repress
their hepatic uptake and enhance lung transfection, mRNA-lipid na-
noparticles were decorated with an antibody against vascular cell ad-
hesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) via thioether linkage [177]. The trans-
fection results showed that PECAM-1-targeted lipid formation
augmented mRNA delivery and protein expression by about 200- and
25-fold, respectively, in the lungs following systemic injection com-
pared with non-targeted control. cRGD-functionalized, core-disulfide-
crosslinked and thermosensitive mRNA PIC micelles based on cRGD-
PEG-PLys(thiol) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-PLys(thiol) were
shown to greatly improve tumor deposition and mRNA transfection in
vivo [178].

There is no doubt that nucleic acid nanomedicines will play a key
role in future tumor therapy [179,180]. The fast advance of biological
engineering, cell and molecular biology, pathology, and so on has en-
abled identification of the genetic defects and mutations responsible for
a distinct type or subtype of cancers, which facilitates the design of
nuclei acid drugs to specifically eradicate the cancer cells. The nucleic
acid drugs are also capable of boosting cancer immunity, in addition to
reversing drug resistance, inhibiting tumor metastasis, and sensitizing
cancer cells to chemotherapy [181,182]. In spite of great effort in de-
veloping novel and potent vehicles to enhance systemic nucleic acid
delivery, there is lack of safe, clinically viable, specific, and efficient
systems for targeted cancer gene therapy [183]. The innovation in ac-
tively targeted delivery approaches will certainly spur the clinical
translation of nucleic acid drugs.

5. Actively targeted protein/peptide drug-based nanomedicines

The protein and peptide drugs that take effects intracellularly in a
specific manner within cancer cells are a highly appealing class of
biopharmaceuticals for tumor therapy [7,184]. Many proteins and
peptides are extremely potent to cancer cells with IC50 values in the
nano mole per litre (nM) range. For instance, granzyme B (GrB) is an

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of cRGD-uPIC-AuNP preparation. Reprinted with permission from ref. [140].
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endogenous mammalian protein that plays a major role in the cytotoxic
T lymphocytes and natural killer cells inducing the programmed death
of mutated and infected cells in the human body. The assistance of
perforin (pore-forming protein) is, however, critical for GrB to take
effects, as GrB itself cannot enter cell cytosols. GrB had an IC50 of
1–20 nM depending on the delivery methods [185,186], however, free
GrB revealed low cytotoxicity even at a concentration of 40 nM [187].
In addition to deficient cell entry, protein and peptide drugs are further
associated with potential immunogenicity and rapid degradation in
vivo. Moreover, the high potency of protein and peptide drugs would
bring about acute cytotoxic effects if delivered to the healthy cells other
than cancer cells. The development of efficient and cell-selective ve-
hicles is, therefore, of paramount importance for protein and peptide
drugs to be applied in the clinical settings [188].

Brentuximab Vedotin (SGN-35, Adcetris) is an anti-CD30 antibody-
monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) conjugate, a peptide based ADC, was
approved in 2011 for the treatment of CD30-positive relapsed/re-
fractory Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Table 2) [127,189,190]. CD30 over-
expresses in patients with malignant Hodgkin lymphoma and anaplastic
large cell lymphoma. MMAE is a highly potent anti-tubulin peptide
drug. MMAE was conjugated to CD30-specific cAC10 antibody via a
protease-sensitive dipeptide linkage that is cleavable in the lysosomes.
Upon the binding, the ADC-CD30 complex was internalized via anti-
body-dependent cellular phagocytosis, followed by the proteolytic
cleavage of the linker and the release of MMAE. SGN-35 revealed a DAR

of 4 with a distribution of 2 to 8 MMAE per antibody (Fig. 7). The
human trials showed that SGN-35 given every 3 weeks had an MTD of
1.8 mg/kg [191]. Interestingly, SGN-35 generated high response rates
of 75% and 87% in patients with Hodgkin lymphoma and anaplastic
large cell lymphoma, respectively [190]. These notable response rates
were ascribed to the enhanced cytotoxicity of MMAE to CD30-positive
tumor cells and bystander effect to kill the non-targeted cells such as T-
regulatory cells and supporting cells in the tumor microenvironment as
a result of MMAE leakage from the malignant cells. The recent clinical
trials showed efficacy of SGN-35 combining with chemotherapy for
treating CD30-positive peripheral T-cell lymphoma and Hodgkin's
lymphoma [192,193]. Although SGN-35 has demonstrated clear clinical
benefits it suffers from a low therapeutic index.

Tf-CRM107 is a Tf conjugate of binding-inactivated genetic mutant
of diphtheria toxin (CRM107) developed for regional treatment of
malignant brain tumors (Table 2) [128]. CRM107 is a potent bacterial
protein toxin that destroys cells intracellularly through impeding eu-
karyotic protein synthesis. CRM107 is a mutant lacking of native toxin
binding. The conjugation of Tf to CRM107, via a thioester linkage, was
intended to selectively deliver CRM107 to TfR-positive tumor cells like
GBM cells. Tf-CRM107 showed high activity toward TfR-overexpressing
mammalian cells at picomolar concentrations. The clinical studies re-
vealed that administration of Tf-CRM107 by direct interstitial perfusion
induced tumor shrinkage in 60% refractory malignant brain tumor
patients without causing severe toxicity. The regional perfusion caused

Fig. 7. A) Schematic illustration of the structure and B) mechanism action of SGN-35.
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peritumoral toxicity at 1.0 μg/mL Tf-CRM107, which could be avoided
by lowering Tf-CRM107 concentrations. The phase II studies revealed
that 35% of the evaluable patients treated with Tf-CRM107 had com-
plete or partial tumor response [194]. The convection-enhanced de-
livery (CED) of targeted toxin formulation might provide a novel and
effective treatment for refractory or recurrent GBM patients [195]. The
regional perfusion effectively circumvents the BBB issue, and targeted
toxin formulation selectively binds and kills TfR-positive GBM cells and
leaves non-targeted healthy cells intact, resulting in low neurotoxicity
and systemic toxicity. However, CED is invasive and requires special
training of clinicians.

Nanogels with an exceptional water content are one of the best
nanovehicles to accomplish targeted intracellular protein delivery as
they have not only excellent protein compatibility but also superior
protein loading capacity [196,197]. The unique biocompatibility, bio-
degradability and CD44-targetability of HA renders it a fascinating
substrate to create actively targeted nanogels for tumor therapy. In-
terestingly, reduction-sensitive fluorescent HA nanogels fabricated
through nano-precipitation and “tetrazol-alkene” photo-click reaction
could efficiently deliver GrB to CD44-overexpressing MCF-7 and A549
tumor cells, leading to effective repression of corresponding sub-
cutaneous and orthotopic tumor models at 3.8–5.7 nmol GrB/kg [198].
Introducing GE11 peptide to photo-clicked HA nanogels further boosted
their targetability and therapeutic efficacy of GrB toward CD44 and
EGFR dual-positive SKOV-3 ovarian and MDA-MB-231 breast tumors.
EGFR and CD44 dual-targeting multifunctional hyaluronic acid nano-
gels have appeared as a safe and efficacious platform for cancer protein
therapy [199]. Saporin (Sap) as plant toxin is a single-stranded ribo-
some inactivating protein and shows high potency in a nM range. Sap-
loaded dual-targeting HA nanogels revealed an IC50 of 5.36 nM Sap in
CD44/EGFR-positive 4T1 metastatic breast cancer cells and effective
repression of lung metastasis at 3.33 or 13.3 nmol Sap/kg in vivo [200].
The pH-sensitive HA nanogels obtained via nano-precipitation and
coiled-coil peptide-crosslinking efficiently released Sap to MCF-7 cells
yielding an IC50 of 12.2 nM [201]. The nanogels prepared by nano-
precipitation, however, had somewhat big size (typically 140–180 nm)
and broad distribution. The combination of microfluidics with photo-
click chemistry could produce mono-dispersed HA nanogels with a
small size of about 80 nm, which demonstrated improved internaliza-
tion by 4T1 and MDA-MB-231 cells, and enhanced accumulation and
penetration in MDA-MB-231 tumor models compared with 150 nm-
sized counterparts [202].

HA nanogels were also obtained from co-self-assembly of HA-epi-
gallocatechin gallate conjugate, linear PEI and GrB, and showed a high
cytotoxic activity to CD44-positive HCT-116 colon cancer cells but not
to CD44-negative cells [203]. HA nanogels were made from cholesteryl
methacrylated HA and citraconic acid-modified HAase, and HAase was
activated in the acidic tumor microenvironment and endosomal com-
partments of tumor cells, triggering the degradation of HA nanogels and
intracellular release of deoxyribonuclease I, leading to enhanced anti-
tumor activity [204]. In a recent study, anti-HER2 antibody-decorated
HA nanocapsules were developed for targeted intracellular delivery of
anti-gasdermin B (GSDMB) antibody into HER2-positive breast cancer
cells [205]. GSDMB upregulates in ca. 60% of HER2-positive breast
cancers, and attributes to cell migration, metastasis, and drug re-
sistance. Interestingly, these HER2-targeted nanoformulations specifi-
cally and efficiently inhibited the activity of GSDMB, bringing about
decreased migration, enhanced sensitivity to trastuzumab therapy, in-
hibited tumor growth, and diminished lung metastasis. In another
study, aptamer-functionalized rectangular DNA origami nanosheets
were developed for targeted intracellular delivery of ribonuclease
(RNase) A [206].

Biodegradable polymersomes in particular CPs have recently
emerged as a promising nanosystem for tumor-targeted intracellular
protein delivery [102]. In contrast to nanogels, polymersomes load
proteins and peptides in the watery compartment separated from the

outside environment by a thick membrane, which would not only ef-
fectively inhibit protein/peptide leakage but also offer better protection
of protein/peptide from degradation. The traditional polymersomes,
however, displayed minimal encapsulation of protein with a loading
efficiency of less than 7% [207]. CPs with a polyelectrolyte as inner
shell could load notable amounts of proteins with different sizes at high
efficiencies (up to 100%). PSMA and sigma receptor targeting, pH-
sensitive degradable CPs efficiently delivered and released GrB to
LNCaP prostate cancer cells (IC50 = 1.6 nM) and H460 lung cancer cells
(IC50 = 6.25 nM), respectively [185,186]. GrB-loaded disulfide-cross-
linked CPs decorated with anisamide and lung cell-selective penetrating
peptide effectively suppressed the growth of subcutaneous H460 lung
tumor at 1.56 nmol GrB/kg and orthotopic A549-Luc lung tumor at
2.88 nmol GrB/kg, respectively, without causing noticeable side effects
[187,208]. In addition to solid tumors, GrB loaded in HA-functionalized
CPs also exhibited high potency to CD44-positive LP1 human MM cells
(IC50 = 8.1 nM) and strong suppression of both subcutaneous and or-
thotopic LP1 tumor in mice, significantly improving survival rates and
alleviating bone loss [209]. Interestingly, angiopep-2 and ApoE pep-
tide-functionalized disulfide-crosslinked CPs were shown to efficiently
transport Sap across the BBB and accumulate at the orthotopic U-87 MG
glioblastoma in vivo, leading to potent tumor suppression and great
survival benefits [210]. ApoE peptide provides an ultrahigh-efficiency
targeting strategy for GBM therapy [211]. cRGD peptide-installed Sap-
loaded CPs based on poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(α-aminopalmitic
acid)-b-poly(L-aspartic acid) triblock copolypeptide revealed an IC50 of
16.3 nM to A549 cancer cells and potent inhibition of orthotopic A549
lung tumors at 16.7 nmol Sap/kg [212]. The mannose-installed lipid-
hybrid polymersomes co-loading ovalbumin antigen, TLR7/8 and TLR4
agonists revealed efficient internalization by DCs, improved passage to
lymph nodes, and synergistic anticancer immune responses, effectively
retarding tumor outgrowth [213]. There is no doubt that protein and
peptide drugs with high specificity and potency will play an increas-
ingly important role in treating malignant tumors. It is noted, however,
that in spite of significant work on the development of nanosystems for
intracellular protein and peptide drugs, a majority of nanovehicles are
non-cell-selective and/or have toxicity and safety concerns.

6. Conclusions and future perspectives

The past decade has witnessed significant progress in the design,
development and clinical translation of actively targeted nanomedi-
cines for precision tumor therapy. Notably, several ADCs have been
approved for treating patients with refractory or metastatic malignant
tumors while a number of actively targeted liposome- and polymer-
based formulations, with either classical small molecule anticancer
drugs or emerging nucleic acid drugs, have made to human clinical
trials for treating diverse advanced tumors. These novel actively tar-
geted nanomedicines can be used either as a monotherapy or in com-
bination with ongoing clinical treatments such as chemotherapy, mo-
lecular therapy, radiotherapy and immunotherapy. It should further be
noted that a couple of actively targeted nanomedicines under clinical
investigation have appeared promising for the treatment of patients
with advanced glioblastoma that remains intractable in the clinics.

The field of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines is, however, at
its infancy. Interestingly, up to date, non-actively targeted cancer na-
nomedicines still dominate the preclinical and especially human clin-
ical studies [1,214,215], partly due to the fact that they are comparably
simple to fabricate and/or already approved for clinical use (e.g. lipo-
somes, lipid nanoparticles, biodegradable polymers, micelles, and PLGA
nanoparticles). These early nanomedicines have shown to effectively
alter the pharmacokinetics and biodistributions of various drugs, re-
ducing drugs’ adverse effects, and increasing drugs’ therapeutic index
and patient’s quality of life. There is, nevertheless, modest improve-
ment in the clinical efficacy and patient survival rates. The first-gen-
eration of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines have been primarily
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constructed by (i) conjugating highly toxic chemical, peptide or protein
drugs to specific proteins like monoclonal antibodies and transferrin,
and (ii) functionalizing “safe” nanovehicles such as liposomes, lipid
nanoparticles, and PLGA nanoparticles with selective ligands like an-
tibody fragments, transferrin, or peptide. Among all, ADCs are the most
successful and have shown to induce significant clinical responses and
survival benefits by enhancing tumor deposition and antigen-mediated
specific cell uptake, which certifies the feasibility of developing actively
targeted nanomedicines for precision cancer therapy [216,217]. Of
note, the real clinical success of ADCs was accomplished only in the
early 2010s, more than 50 years after the pioneering work on ADCs
[218,219]. The linker, linking chemistry and DAR are of great im-
portance to the performance of ADCs [220,221]. The clinically used
ADCs are all fabricated via non-specific conjugation which leads to a
broad DAR distribution with 0-8 drugs per antibody. ADCs with both
low and high DAR are not optimal and would contribute to either low
anti-tumor potency or reduced specificity . The reasons lie in (i) ADCs
with low DAR of 0–2 lead to not only low anticancer activity but also
possibly blocked antigens on the tumor cells, and (ii) ADCs with high
DAR of 6–8 tend to aggregate resulting in accelerated clearance and
decreased tumor antigen affinity. In spite of increased tolerability
compared with free drugs, all clinical ADCs bear a narrow therapeutic
window, which partly is attributable to the heterogeneous conjugation
and wide-ranging DAR. Undoubtedly, the clinical performance of ADCs
can be further boosted by optimizing the function of linker, employing
site-specific conjugation, and tailoring DAR [222]. We expect to see
increasingly more ADCs with better selectivity and higher anticancer
potency to stand out for precision cancer therapy in the coming decade.
Differed from traditional ADCs containing highly toxic drug, antibody-
NIR dye conjugates for photo-immunotherapy, which mitigates off-
target side effects, appear to be a new approach for targeted tumor
treatment.

It should be noted that ADCs are associated with several restrictions:
(i) they have limited drug loading (typically less than 2 wt.%), which on
one hand restrains them to the few extremely toxic drugs and on the
other hand requires to use large amounts of antibodies; (ii) the highly
toxic drugs are practically naked in the blood circulation, which might
cause non-specific binding with proteins and cells, drug leakage, and/or
drug degradation; and (iii) they are deficient in delivering most clinical
drugs as well as emerging biopharmaceuticals like nuclei acid drugs. In
this regard, actively targeted nanomedicines based on vehicles like li-
posomes, lipid nanoparticles and polymer nanoparticles are advanta-
geous. The development of immunoliposomes for targeted tumor
therapy started in the 1970s [223,224]. Interestingly, a great deal of
work has centered on attaching specific antibody fragments onto PE-
Gylated liposomal DOX•HCl. The human clinical trials began in the
2000s and did show tumor specificity, favorable safety and clinical
activity in patients with refractory or metastatic tumors. Moreover,
antibody fragment-functionalized cationic liposomes were shown pro-
mising for targeted tumor gene therapy. The clinical benefits are,
however, far from meeting the expectation for actively targeted for-
mulations. This unmet clinical performance of targeted liposomal for-
mulations is possibly associated with: (i) their big sizes (often more
than 100 nm), poor stability and drug leakage in circulation, and de-
ficient drug release in the tumor cells, which are the fundamental
problems for liposomal systems, (ii) low stability of antibody fragments,
and (iii) non-optimal surface density and display of antibody fragments.
It should further be noted that antibody-directed liposomal formula-
tions involve typically delicate fabrication procedure and are difficult to
scale up. The development of stabilized, stimuli-sensitive, and small-
sized liposomes or lipid nanoparticles would probably improve the
clinical activities of targeted formulations significantly. It is of interest
to note that the first FDA approved RNAi therapeutics Onpattro (Pati-
siran) is a lipid nanoparticle formulation, which induces intrinsic liver
targeting and effective reduction of transthyretin protein, offering a
breakthrough therapy for polyneuropathy patients [225,226]. The

liver-specific delivery of siRNA therapeutics renders lipid nanoparticles
also interesting for the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma and liver
metastases.

The research on actively targeted nanoformulations based on bio-
degradable nanoparticles started only from the new millennium, which
is more than 40 and 20 years later than ADCs and targeted liposomal
formulations, respectively. In contrast to ADCs and targeted liposomal
formulations, polymer nanoparticles are easy to produce, versatile, and
facilely engineerable to suit for delivering different drugs ranging from
small molecule drugs, proteins and peptides, to nucleic acids. The
human clinical trials with the first actively targeted polymer nanome-
dicine (BIND-014), however, did not meet the endpoints. This clinical
failure is not surprising given that patients with different solid tumors
were enrolled, there was no patient screening, and tumor neovascu-
latures but not tumor cells were selected as the target. The clinical
benefits could be achieved if only patients with PSMA-overexpressing
prostate tumors were selected or different targeting ligands such as
antibody and antibody fragments were used. Moreover, PLGA nano-
particles though safe are not the best vehicle. Despite systemic opti-
mization, DTX nanoparticles were likely associated with instability and
fast drug leakage (as shown by the in vitro drug release studies) and
slow drug release in the target cells, both of which would significantly
weaken the tumor targetability.

This first clinical trial taught us a lesson that vehicles, therapeutic
agents, ligands, and indications are all vital to the success of actively
targeted cancer nanomedicines. In the past years, a variety of novel,
robust and environment-responsive biodegradable nanovehicles have
been designed and developed to replace the classical essentially “inert”
vehicles. The preclinical studies in diverse malignant tumor models
have proven the concept that advanced actively targeted cancer nano-
medicines based on multifunctional vehicles could boost both specifi-
city and antitumor efficacy of various clinically used small molecule
anticancer drugs as well as emerging biopharmaceuticals such as pro-
teins, peptides, and nucleic acids. One issue with nanomedicines is that
they accumulate also in the liver. The potential hepatotoxicity is a
concern for actively targeted cancer nanomedicines though animal
studies did not show obvious damage to the liver possibly owing to the
inefficient uptake by healthy liver cells. In this regard, biopharmaceu-
ticals like certain proteins and nucleic acid drugs are especially inter-
esting because they, unlike toxic chemical drugs, are highly specific and
will cause little or no toxicity to healthy cells. On the other hand,
lacking safe and efficacious vehicles is the bottleneck for the clinical
translation of biopharmaceuticals. We expect that increasingly more
work will be dedicated to targeted delivery of biopharmaceuticals and
breakthrough in tumor biotherapy will be achieved in the coming years.
These actively targeted nanovehicles can further co-deliver che-
motherapeutics and biotherapeutics leading to synergistic treatment of
refractory, recurrent or metastatic tumors. Moreover, the selection of
ligands and ligand density are among the decisive factors to the spe-
cificity of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines. Interestingly, several
peptide-directed nanomedicines have shown to carry chemother-
apeutics or biopharmaceutics across the BBB and target to malignant
glioblastoma, significantly repressing tumor progression and enhancing
mice survival rate [227]. The actively targeted nanomedicines might
provide novel and effective treatments for glioblastoma. Of note, most
previous studies employed peptides, aptamers or small molecules like
folic acid as targeting ligands via pre-ligation approach because of easy
fabrication, and typically ligand density was not systemically opti-
mized. The moderate cancer cell specificity and affinity of peptides,
aptamers and small molecule ligands coupled with un-optimized ligand
density endow most nanomedicines with a mediocre tumor targeting
ability in vivo. The monoclonal antibody and antibody fragments might
offer exceptional selectivity and affinity; however, their use is hindered
by their large size and lack of specific linking chemistry. The devel-
opment of robust and small-sized nanovehicles that enable facile and
controlled conjugation of monoclonal antibody and antibody fragments
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by post-modification might greatly enhance the tumor-targeting ability.
The nanovehicles could further be functionalized with dual ligands to
enhance specificity, tumor cell uptake and/or tumor penetration [228].
Finally, patients have to be screened and only tumors highly expressing
target receptors should be selected. The human tumors are very com-
plicated and can vary to a great extent in receptor density, hetero-
genicity, and accessibility from different tumor types and subtypes,
volumes, and stages. Hence, even for the same subtype of tumor, pa-
tients may respond differently to the same targeted nanomedicines. In
this sense, it would be highly interesting to use the same targeted na-
novehicles to load a diagnostic agent to screen the patients prior to
administration of the actively targeted nanomedicines [23]. This per-
sonalized medicine approach might markedly increase the clinical re-
sponse. It is recognized that one major bottleneck for the development
of novel actively targeted cancer nanomedicines is their safety concern,
which is in fact only partly true. The lag of clinical translation is more
because current actively targeted cancer nanomedicines have not made
breakthroughs in treatment efficacy and benefits as promised by “magic
bullets” developed by the German Nobel laureate Paul Ehrlich in 1900
[229,230].

The field of actively targeted cancer nanomedicines, though facing
numerous challenges, is booming. The unmet clinical requirements and
huge market have stimulated broad interests and close cooperation
between scientists from different fields, clinicians, entrepreneurs,
pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industries, and investors. We
are convinced that with collaborative research and development, ac-
tively targeted nanomedicines will become an indispensable precision
treatment modality for diverse malignant tumors in the near future.
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